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ABSTRACT Wear is one of the main factors that hinders the

performance of probes for atomic force microscopy (AFM),
including for the widely used amplitude modulation (AM-AFM)
mode. Unfortunately, a comprehensive scientiﬁc understanding
of nanoscale wear is lacking. We have developed a protocol for
conducting consistent and quantitative AM-AFM wear experiments. The protocol involves controlling the tipsample interaction regime during AM-AFM scanning, determining the tip
sample contact geometry, calculating the peak repulsive force
and normal stress over the course of the wear test, and quantifying the wear volume using high-resolution transmission electron microscopy imaging. The
peak repulsive tipsample interaction force is estimated from a closed-form equation accompanied by an eﬀective tip radius measurement procedure,
which combines transmission electron microscopy and blind tip reconstruction. The contact stress is estimated by applying DerjaguinMüllerToporov
contact mechanics model and also numerically solving a general contact mechanics model recently developed for the adhesive contact of arbitrary
axisymmetric punch shapes. We discuss the important role that the assumed tip shape geometry plays in calculating both the interaction forces and the
contact stresses. Contact stresses are signiﬁcantly aﬀected by the tip geometry while the peak repulsive force is mainly determined by experimentally
controlled parameters, speciﬁcally, the free oscillation amplitude and amplitude ratio. The applicability of this protocol is demonstrated experimentally by
assessing the performance of diamond-like carbon-coated and silicon-nitride-coated silicon probes scanned over ultrananocrystalline diamond substrates in
repulsive mode AM-AFM. There is no sign of fracture or plastic deformation in the case of diamond-like carbon; wear could be characterized as a gradual
atom-by-atom process. In contrast, silicon nitride wears through removal of the cluster of atoms and plastic deformation.
KEYWORDS: atomic-scale wear . AM-AFM . amplitude modulation . tapping mode . peak repulsive force . contact stress .
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S

ince its revolutionary invention in 1986
by Binnig et al.,1 the atomic force microscope (AFM) has become one of the
most powerful tools in nanotechnology. It
has been widely used for atomic-scale studies of chemical, biological, and engineering
materials and has opened major opportunities for the advancement of nanoscale
science. AFM has three primary operation
modes for obtaining topographic images
and material property measurements of
samples: contact mode, noncontact mode,
and intermittent contact or amplitude modulation AFM (AM-AFM, also known as tapping mode AFM). Over the past decade, AMAFM has become the most popular imaging
mode because of its minimal interaction
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with the sample, its relative ease of use,
and its ability to obtain high-resolution
images of materials. More recently, the use
of oscillating probes has emerged in industry as a tool to facilitate nanoscale lithography,
patterning, manipulation, surface characterization, and metrology.27
The mechanics of AM-AFM have been
widely investigated by researchers since
being introduced in 1987 by Martin et al.8
Most of these studies have focused on
understanding the dynamics of AM-AFM.
Tipsample interactions due to van der
Waals forces, capillary forces, etc. have also
been studied broadly, although there are
aspects of tipsample interactions still not yet
fully understood. Continuum contact mechanics
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forces may lead to distinct types of wear processes
compared with contact mode AFM. Besides tip wear,
tip contamination is also an important issue when it
comes to reliable application of AFM,1924 but that
requires a diﬀerent comprehensive approach than
what is discussed in this paper.
Existing studies of the wear of AM-AFM probes to
date involved experimental investigations of wear
reduction by using diﬀerent tip materials25,26 or by
controlling the AM-AFM parameters27 and modeling
wear as a thermally activated process.28 Su et al.27
showed that operating with a relatively low amplitude
ratio (tapping amplitude divided by free oscillation
amplitude) has the advantage of reducing tip wear
and permitting increased scanning speeds. That work
sheds light on some of the experimental parameters
aﬀecting tip wear. However, it does not explain the
wear process in a quantitative and predictive way since
the tip geometry, the tipsample deformation, and
the attractive/repulsive force regimes are not included
in the analysis.
Bassani and D'Acunto28 performed analytical modeling of wear in AM-AFM. They considered wear as an
irreversible atom-by-atom mass transfer from the sample to the tip as a result of adhesive interactions. The
tipsample interaction was modeled as a double-well
potential, and mass transfer was treated as a transition
between the two potential wells. They calculated wear
volume as an exponential function of the energy
barrier and predicted that the wear rate of a single
atomic volume in the model depends on an Arrhenius
rate law, which describes a thermally activated wear
process. This model represents an important ﬁrst step
since previously such eﬀects on the process of material
removal had not been modeled from an atomistic
point of view. However, the model neither considers
atoms that can move from the tip to the sample nor
does it consider diﬀusion of atoms from one region of
the tip (or the sample) to another region without
transferring across the interface. In addition, the model
does not take into account the elastic deformation of
the tip and sample and that mass transfer can occur via
removal of clusters of atoms instead of single atoms.
Although these complex issues are not addressed,
this model is useful because it introduces a framework
for modeling gradual wear processes in AM-AFM. To
develop further insights, we must consider other parameters like contact stresses and radius that promote and
determine the reaction rate besides the adhesion.
To highlight the key issues one might encounter and
should take into account while studying wear in AMAFM, in the following sections, we ﬁrst discuss available
analytical models to estimate contact forces and stresses and propose methods to apply them accurately by
discussing parameters that may aﬀect the results. We
then explore the manifestation of these calculations in
practice and examine the inﬂuence of the various
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models such as the Hertz,9 JohnsonKendallRoberts
(JKR),10 and DerjaguinMüllerToporov (DMT)11 are
typically applied to estimate stresses and deformations at the tipsample interface. These models
assume, among other things, that the tip terminates
in a paraboloidal shape. While such continuum
mechanics models can be inaccurate when applied
to nanoscale geometries, it can give reasonable values in several cases depending on the atomic structure of the tip and sample (according to Luan and
Robbins12). Considering the lack of a general atomistic method and the unknown atomic structure of the
tip and surface, continuum models are a signiﬁcant
improvement over existing state-of-the-art which
often does not even address stresses in the contact
during AM-AFM.
One of the major limitations for AFM is probe-tip
blunting as a result of nanoscale wear. Wear during
contact mode imaging has been examined in multiple
studies, although it is yet to be fully understood.1318
AM-AFM was invented in part to reduce the problem of
wear by nearly eliminating shear stresses acting on the
tip due to sliding (intrinsically present in contact mode
imaging) and reducing the total amount of time the tip
interacts strongly with the sample. However, these
advantages could be oﬀset by the high frequency of
oscillations, which can be on the order of hundreds of
thousands of tipsample contacts per second. Having
many cycles of interaction is not intrinsically a problem
by itself; however, the eﬀect of any gradual process
such as atom-by-atom removal or dislocation movement can scale up as a result. Therefore, tip wear can
still be a limiting and costly factor in AM-AFM. Consequently, users have to periodically change probes to
maintain high and consistent imaging resolution. However, a changing tip makes quantitative analysis of
tipsample interactions and sample property measurements challenging since tip-to-tip variations in
shape and surface composition can be substantial.
Despite the importance of wear in AM-AFM, there
are limited systematic studies on the phenomenon of
tip wear itself. This motivates the present study, which
is focused on developing a method for a controlled
wear study with accurate determination and control of
the tipsample interaction forces and the resulting
stresses. Another motivation is application-driven. In
tip-based nanomanufacturing and metrology, which
can involve AM-AFM operation of the probe, wear must
be avoided for the process to be commercially viable.
In contact mode, tip wear occurs during sliding and is
inﬂuenced by the magnitude of stresses in the contact
and the nature of the interfacial interactions. The
causes of wear in AM-AFM can be quite diﬀerent. While
interfacial shear stresses are signiﬁcantly reduced, the
eﬀects of cyclic loading and impact, uniquely related to
repeated contact formation and breakage of AM-AFM,
and the potential for excursions to high compressive
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In AM-AFM, as the tip approaches and then retracts
from a surface during a tapping cycle, it experiences
two diﬀerent force regimes: when far from the sample's
surface, the tip experiences long-range attractive
forces, mainly as a result of the van der Waals interaction with the sample; when close to the sample's
surface, the tip experiences short-range repulsive
forces as a result of Pauli and electrostatic repulsion
and strong short-range attractive forces as a result of
metallic, covalent, ionic, or hydrogen bonding interactions, for example. Capillary interactions can also contribute to attractive forces over intermediate
separation ranges. The maximum repulsive (i.e.,
normal) force is experienced by the tip during contact
when it reaches its farthest distance away from its
equilibrium position. At this point, the tip experiences
the highest level of normal stress and overall strain
energy, and it is thus at this position where the
potential to inﬂict the damage to the tip is greatest.
Therefore, the most relevant interaction force for
studying AM-AFM wear is the peak repulsive force.
Although in an “attractive only” mode, wear could
potentially occur by atoms being pulled oﬀ from the
tip, in fact, these long-range forces are small compared
to forces needed to break bonds; so, this process is not
considered to be signiﬁcant.
Peak Repulsive Force. Although measuring the normal
force acting on a tip in contact mode is straightforward,
it is rather complicated in AM-AFM due to the dynamic
and nonlinear tipsample interactions. There have
been several studies of force determination in
AM-AFM. However, to date, a straightforward technique
which is accurate over the entire range of tipsample
separations and can be used directly during the course
of AM-AFM experimentation has not been established.
Katan et al.29 extended a force inversion technique
primarily derived for frequency modulation atomic
force microscopy by Sader et al.30 to AM-AFM. This
technique was based on a point-mass and spring
model of the AFM tip-cantilever and requires obtaining
data for the amplitude and phase as a function of the
tipsample separation distance. Although this technique does not require any information to be provided
regarding the tip geometry and solely depends on the
experimental measurements of phase and amplitude
as a function of z-motion, it is quite sensitive to small
oﬀsets of the phase data and miscalculates the interaction force in cases where the tipsample interaction
stiﬀness exceeds the cantilever stiﬀness.31 In addition,
it cannot be used in a straightforward, real-time manner by an AFM user during an experiment. Speciﬁcally,
the interaction force cannot be deduced from the
VAHDAT ET AL.

phase and amplitude images alone, as such images are
acquired at a nominally ﬁxed tipsample distance.
Rather, data corresponding to a range of tipsample
distances are required for the application of this method.
These challenges make this technique unsatisfactory for
the purpose of monitoring forces during wear studies.
Hu et al.32 proposed closed-form equations for peak
attractive and repulsive interaction forces derived from
applying a nonlinear dynamical one-term harmonic
balance method to the point-mass model. These equations are accurate over a wide range of experimental
parameters in vacuum and air. Having closed-form
equations to calculate peak interaction forces would
be convenient for AFM users. However, these equations are limited to cases where the tip remains paraboloidal and requires that the tip radius be accurately
measured experimentally.
In the present work, the equations developed by Hu
et al. are used to approximate the peak repulsive force
experienced by our AFM tips. Measurements of the
tip radius are performed periodically using highresolution transmission electron microscopy (HR-TEM)
imaging and blind tip reconstruction (BTR), a method
which is described later. The equation for the peak
repulsive force, developed for the case of the DMT
contact model (a justiﬁcation for using the DMT contact model is discussed later), is as follows:
rep
Fpeak
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parameters involved by performing wear experiments
with diﬀerent probes as a function of diﬀerent experimental parameters as summarized in Table 1.

 pﬃﬃﬃ
9=8 9=8
 21=8 3 1=4 π3=4 (E R)1=4 (k=Q)3=4 A0 Aratio
(
sﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ)3=4
1
 ( 1 þ Ω2 )Qþ
[Ω2 þ (1  Ω2 )2 Q2 ]  Ω2
A2ratio
Fadhesion =2

(1)
where E* is the reduced Young's modulus, R is the tip
radius, k is the cantilever spring constant, Q is the
cantilever's quality factor for the primary ﬂexural mode,
A0 is the free amplitude, Aratio is tapping amplitude A
divided by A0, Ω is drive frequency ω divided by
resonance frequency of the primary ﬂexural mode
ω0, and Fadhesion is the adhesion force.32 Here, Fadhesion
is calculated using the DMT model:
Fadhesion ¼ 2πwR

(2)

where w is the work of adhesion, which is determined
independently by performing pull-oﬀ force measurements using tips of the same type from the same vendor,
that is, composed of the same material as the tips studied
in the wear experiment. This is described further below.
To verify the accuracy of the equation, one can use
an online tool developed by Melcher et al.33 and
provided by http://nanohub.org, called the Virtual
Environment for Dynamic AFM (VEDA). This tool numerically solves the EulerBernoulli partial diﬀerential
equation of a thin cantilever beam to construct amplitude and phase approach curves and to calculate
the peak repulsive/attractive forces for a given set
of experimental parameters. It also provides a more
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cantilever

spring constant (N/m)

resonance rrequency (kHz)

free oscillation amplitude, A0 (nm)

amplitude ratio, Aratio

PPP_NCHR (Nanosensors), 20 nm DLC coating
NSC15 (MikroMasch), 10 nm SiNx coating, tip 1
NSC15 (MikroMasch), 10 nm SiNx coating, tip 2

42.5
44.2
49.7

303.4
315.5
337.6

50
35
23

0.5
0.4
0.4

accurate estimation of forces as it does not involve
mathematical approximations used to derive eq 1.
Contact Mechanics Model and Average Normal Stress. Before calculating interaction forces and stresses in any
contact problem, an appropriate contact mechanics
model needs to be chosen. It is normally assumed that
the tip and sample are composed of homogeneous,
isotropic, and linear elastic materials and that the tip
shape is a paraboloid. It is also assumed that deformations are small compared to the contact radius, which in
turn is small compared to the tip's radius of curvature. One
then needs to calculate the Maugis parameter and the
nondimensional load and use the adhesion map proposed by Johnson and Greenwood34 to select the proper
contact mechanics model. As shown in the Methods
section, our tip and sample interactions are best described
by the DMT contact model. Using this model, the average
normal stress, when the tip is at its farthest distance away
from its equilibrium position, is calculated to be


σ norm
avg

1 4E
¼
π 3R

!2=3
rep
(Fpeak
 Fadhesion )1=3

(3)

Comparing this equation with eq 1, one can recognize that the dependence on tip radius is stronger in
the stress calculation as compared to the repulsive
force calculation. In eq 1, R is raised to the power of 1/8,
while in eq 3, R is raised to 5/8 (=2/3 þ (1/8)(1/3)), a
factor of 5 larger. It should be mentioned that the
values of the force and stress are dominated by the ﬁrst
terms in eq 1 and 3; therefore, the dependence of the
second term, Fadhesion/2, on R does not signiﬁcantly
contribute to the calculation of the force and stress.
This shows how errors in the determination of the tip
geometry (or deviation of the tip shape from paraboloidal)
can greatly inﬂuence the stress calculation. As will be
demonstrated in the following HR-TEM images, AFM tips
are not always simple spheres or paraboloids and can
have nanoscale roughness. Additionally, they are often not
axisymmetric. Thus, imposing contact mechanics models
that assume a simple tip shape can introduce signiﬁcant
errors in the calculation of the stress.
To mitigate this issue, in the present work, the
average normal stress and correspondingly the contact
radius and deformation are also calculated numerically
by solving a general contact mechanics model proposed by Zhou et al.35 for the adhesive contact of
arbitrarily shaped axisymmetric punches. All of the
classic contact mechanics models, including Sneddon's
and Boussinesq's solutions, are special cases of the
VAHDAT ET AL.

TABLE 2. Material Properties Used in Calculations of the
Contact Propertiesa
Young's modulus (GPa)

Poisson's ratio

790 ( 30
150 ( 3036
230 ( 503942

0.057 ( 0.03837
0.3 ( 0.0538
0.23 ( 0.053942

37

UNCD
DLC
SiNx
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TABLE 1. Cantilever Properties and Experimental Parameters Used for Wear Experiments

a

Silicon nitride material properties are the average of diﬀerent values reported in
literature.3942

proposed solution. Equations 34, 35a, and 35b of ref
35 are used for this purpose. In these equations, the term
p(t), the adhesive interaction force function, is set to zero
because of the fact that there is not a straightforward
way to accurately determine the adhesive function for
the AFM tips. Instead, the adhesion force is added to the
peak repulsive force as is done for the Hertz model to
lead to the results for the DMT model. Although here we
are applying this concept to the arbitrary tip proﬁles which
are not necessarily paraboloidal, it is the most straightforward approach that we can come up with at this point.
To examine the applicability of the proposed wear
protocol (described in the Methods section), one silicon probe (PPP_NCHR, Nanosensors) coated with a
20 nm thick diamond-like carbon (DLC) ﬁlm and two
10 nm thick silicon-nitride-coated silicon probes
(NSC15, MikroMasch) were tested. The counter surface
was an ultrananocrystalline diamond (UNCD)1315 ﬁlm
deposited on a Si substrate (Aqua 25, from Advanced
Diamond Technologies, Inc.). The 20 nm DLC coating
was deposited on the silicon probes using a plasma
immersion ion implantation and deposition process by
Dr. K. Sridharan (University of Wisconsin;Madison, Center for Plasma-Aided Manufacturing).36 The hydrogen
content of the DLC ﬁlm is about 41 atom %, and
approximately 5070% of the carbon structure is in the
sp3 state; this is known as a hydrogenated amorphous
carbon (a-C:H) ﬁlm. These experiments are performed
using the Asylum MFP-3D AFM at a ﬁxed relative humidity
of 15% in a mixture of N2 gas and humid air. The AM-AFM
parameters, which are listed in Table 1 along with the
cantilever properties, are chosen to scan the sample in the
repulsive regime. The material properties used for calculating the Maugis parameter, the peak repulsive force,
and the average normal stress are summarized in Table 2.
The HR-TEM images of the DLC and siliconnitride-coated probes before any AFM scanning and
after completing 1, 3, 9, 21, and 45 scans (1  1 μm2,
512  512 pixels, 2 Hz scan rate) are presented in Figure 1
and Figure 2. The contrast diﬀerence between the silicon
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Figure 1. HR-TEM images of a DLC-coated silicon tip before any AFM imaging and after completing 1, 3, 9, 21, and 45 AM-AFM
images on the UNCD sample.

Figure 2. HR-TEM images of the two silicon-nitride-coated silicon tips before any AFM imaging and after completing 1, 3, 9, 21, and
45 AM-AFM images on the UNCD sample. (a,b) Two tips with diﬀerent free oscillation amplitudes, A0, and amplitude ratios, Aratio.

and the respective amorphous coating is not present in
these HR-TEM images. The specialty probe holder used
for mounting the AFM probes in the HR-TEM allowed
only limited sample tilt. Therefore, it was not always
possible to tilt the crystalline silicon to an orientation of
high symmetry (i.e., high diﬀraction contrast).
The HR-TEM images show that wear in AM-AFM
probes operating in repulsive mode can be signiﬁcant
even in the case of hard, wear-resistant materials like
silicon nitride. Wear in silicon-nitride-coated tips occurs
largely through plastic deformation, which is readily
apparent from the bulging of the ﬂattened tip and
contrast changes at the apex in the rightmost images
in Figure 2a,b. Darker contrast in TEM will occur when a
material is compressed and becomes thicker in the
direction of the TEM beam (the direction normal to the
image). It can be seen that the end of the tip has also
become wider where the contrast is darker. Thus, this
indicates that a “pancaking” eﬀect has occurred, consistent
with plastically deformed material. Also, although silicon
VAHDAT ET AL.

nitride is a brittle material, plasticity is well-known to
occur in highly compressive stress states such as in
nanoindentation of thin-ﬁlm silicon nitride.4345
Fragmentation of clusters of atoms could be another wear mechanism to explain the roughened tip
apexes, which are observed in all of the worn silicon
nitride tips' images (Figure 3). This increase in roughness is also quantiﬁed through measuring the roughness values of the tip apexes shown in Figure 3. To
obtain an equivalent roughness of a ﬂat surface, a
parabola is ﬁt to the tip proﬁle captured from a TEM
image, and then this best-ﬁt parabola is subtracted
from the actual tip proﬁle over a 20 nm extent of the
proﬁle's length centered at the bottom of the tip
(where it makes contact). The measured values show
a decrease in the roughness of the DLC-coated tip
and an increase in the roughness of the siliconnitride-coated tips. This suggests that material removal
in DLC is a gradual atom-by-atom process as reported
previously in a contact mode AFM wear study,17 while
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Figure 4. Peak repulsive forces calculated for all three tips
based on the tip radii estimated by BTR from the height
images' fast scan direction (Rx) and combined HR-TEM and
BTR of the height images' slow scan direction (Ry). Peak
repulsive forces are also calculated using VEDA for veriﬁcation.

Figure 3. High-magniﬁcation HR-TEM images of the tip
apexes before any scanning and after 45 scans. The roughness change of the silicon-nitride-coated tips can be observed in the images after 45 scans. The roughness values
measured over 20 nm wide proﬁles of the tip apexes also
show a decrease in the roughness of the DLC-coated tip and
an increase in the roughness of the silicon-nitride-coated tips.

for silicon nitride tips, nanoscale clusters of silicon
nitride are apparently removed. The exact reasons for
the diﬀerent behavior are unknown, but it may be a
result of nanoscale subsurface crack formation and
propagation to the surface. This is supported by the
fact that silicon nitride has lower macroscopic fracture
toughness, KIC ≈ 6.3 MPa 3 m1/2,46 than the DLC coating,
KIC ≈ 10.1 MPa 3 m1/2.47 However, further investigation
is required to fully understand this complex process.
In Figure 4, calculated peak repulsive forces as they
evolve due to tip shape modiﬁcation are plotted for all
three tips. For each tip, there are three diﬀerent plots
corresponding to three diﬀerent methods of calculating the peak repulsive force. The ﬁrst is obtained by
using eq 1 with R = Rx (estimated by BTR from the
topographic images using the fast scan direction,
which is perpendicular to the cantilever axis here); the
second using eq 1 with R = Ry (estimated by comparing
HR-TEM and BTR from the topographic images using the
slow scan direction as described in the Methods section);
and the third using VEDA, the online tool mentioned
above, to verify our approach. Ry is used as the tip radius
input for VEDA. In all cases, there is a close agreement
between these two methods of force determination,
and the VEDA results sit within the standard error of the
forces calculated using eq 1. Also, if we more closely look
at the case of the DLC-coated tip which has the highest
variation in the peak repulsive force (from 90 nN at the
beginning to 112 nN at the end using R = Ry), we can see
that the tip radius changes from 22 to about 82 nm. In
other words, the ﬁnal tip radius is about 3.7 times larger
than initial tip radius, while the ﬁnal force is about 1.2
times larger than the initial force, supporting the fact
that the peak repulsive force is not highly sensitive to
the tip shape. Therefore, our approximation of ﬁtting a
VAHDAT ET AL.

circle or a parabola to the tip shape to calculate force
does not introduce signiﬁcant error.
For all tips, a modest increase in the peak repulsive
force is seen early in the wear test, followed either by a
leveling oﬀ or a more gradual increase. The initial rapid
increase is attributable to the rapidly increased tip size.
Average normal stresses versus the number of wear
scans are plotted in Figure 5. There are three stress
values for each tip obtained by using the DMT model:
one calculated assuming a paraboloidal tip with R = Rx,
one assuming R = Ry, and ﬁnally one where the model
of Zhou et al. is applied to the axisymmetric tip shape
based on the actual tip proﬁle. The dramatic inﬂuence of
ignoring the local details of the tip proﬁle (by simply
ﬁtting a parabola/circle to the tip) is obvious for the SiNxcoated tips and demonstrates that an accurate stress
calculation requires consideration of the actual tip proﬁle.
The calculated stresses using actual tip proﬁles of
the SiNx-coated tips are very large (beyond the elastic
regime) because of the high local curvature at the
contact as a result of considering the roughened tip. In
other words, the asperity in contact is always rather
sharp even though the entire tip gets generally blunter.
Here, we assume elastic behavior for the stress calculation; since the stress values exceed the elastic regime
and plastic behavior is observed particularly in the case
of SiNx-coated tips, the actual stresses are lower, and
thus our calculated stresses are upper bounds. In
contrast, the stresses calculated from parabola/circle
ﬁt provide a lower bound for the contact stresses as the
tip and sample roughness are ignored.
Another diﬀerence between the wear behavior of
DLC and silicon nitride can be observed in the change
of their wear volume throughout the experiment. The
volume loss due to wear for each of the tips versus
number of taps is shown in Figure 6. The rate of wear
reduces only slightly for DLC, while it decreases rapidly
and reaches a plateau for silicon nitride. One thing to
bear in mind when comparing diﬀerent cantilevers is
that the same number of wear scans does not mean
the same number of tipsample interactions since
diﬀerent cantilevers have diﬀerent resonance and,
consequently, drive frequencies. Therefore, in Figure 6,
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Figure 5. Average elastic normal stress calculated for all three tips based on the tip radii estimated by BTR of the height
images' fast scan direction (Rx), combined HR-TEM and BTR of the height images' slow scan direction (Ry) and the actual tip proﬁle.

the wear volume for all three tips is plotted against the
number of taps rather than the number of scans.
The diﬀerent wear behavior for DLC and silicon
nitride mentioned above can also be seen by plotting
the average number of taps that is required to remove
or plastically displace one atom of the tip (Figure 7).
Note that the term “plastic displacement” is used here
for silicon nitride tips because the volume displaced
from the apex is not necessarily removed: some of it is
plastically displaced to the side of the apex, leading to
the bulging of the worn tip seen clearly in Figure 2a
starting from the 21st scan. Here, it should be mentioned that the plot in Figure 6a for wear volume of DLC
versus number of taps is nearly linear, whereas the plot
in Figure 7a is clearly nonlinear. The nonlinearity in
Figure 7a arises from the fact that, after 9 scans,
subsurface silicon begins to wear, and thus there are
a diﬀerent number of atoms in a given cubic nanometer that are being removed. To estimate the
number of atoms removed after 9 scans, worn volume
of the subsurface silicon is calculated separately. The
worn subsurface silicon is assumed to be cone-shaped,
and the base diameter of this cone is estimated by
inspecting HR-TEM images through the contrast diﬀerence between the DLC and silicon. There are two
VAHDAT ET AL.

other complications that arise from the exposure of
subsurface silicon at the contact interface. As after the
ninth scan there is a combination of DLC and silicon
interacting with the sample, the work of adhesion and
reduced Young's modulus (E*) will be diﬀerent. To
address this, we separately measured the work of
adhesion between silicon and UNCD to be 30 ( 17
mJ/m2, which is very similar to the work of adhesion
between the DLC and UNCD, 31 ( 12 mJ/m2. Therefore, we used the work of adhesion between silicon
and UNCD, which has a larger uncertainty, for the ninth
scan and after. Regarding the reduced Young's modulus, the combined modulus for DLC-UNCD is 137 ( 23
GPa and for Si-UNCD is 138 ( 19 GPa. These are
indistinguishable within the uncertainty. For the ninth
scan and after, we thus continued using the value of
DLC-UNCD's reduced Young's modulus. Figure 7 shows
that the average number of taps required to remove
one atom of DLC (or one atom of DLC or silicon after 9
scans) ranges from 77 to 97, while the average number
of taps required to remove or plastically displace one
silicon nitride atom ranges from 240 to 30 000. In both
cases, the number of taps required to remove atoms
generally increases with the number of scans, except
for a small decrease from 3 to 9 wear scans of the
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Figure 6. Wear volume as a function of number of taps for all three tips. For the DLC-coated tip shown in (a), the standard
deviation of the measured wear volume is negligible in comparison to the wear volume itself and thus cannot be seen in the
plot.

Figure 7. For all three tips, the number of taps to remove or plastically displace one atom as the tip wears out.

DLC-coated tips (Figure 7a), which suggests an accelerating wear process for DLC initially.
The increased wear rate of DLC compared with
silicon nitride may have multiple origins. Once one or
more bonds form between a tip atom and atoms on
the surface of the sample, when the tip retracts, that tip
atom may get left behind on the sample's surface (i.e.,
strained bonds in the tip are preferentially broken).
Therefore, higher wear could result if there are a
greater number of atoms in the DLC tip compared to
silicon nitride which are either weakly bonded or
whose bond strength is easily lowered due to the
presence of stress. Furthermore, the DLC may have a
greater tendency to form covalent bonds (carbon
carbon bonds) with the UNCD surface as compared
with silicon nitride (which would require SiC or NC
bonds to form). This formation and breaking of such
bonds is known to be aﬀected not only by stress but
also by environmental species. Finally, the observed
plastic ﬂow in the silicon nitride may result in a form of
work hardening at the tip apex that makes it more
diﬃcult to remove or displace tip atoms. Further
studies are needed to elucidate these mechanisms.
Our results here provide clear qualitative observations
of the characteristics of this nanoscale wear and also
VAHDAT ET AL.

provide quantitative values for the forces, stresses, and
wear volumes that need to be accounted for in a
description of these mechanisms.
The signiﬁcant wear observed in AM-AFM probes
must, of course, be related to the average normal stress
exceeding a threshold required for the failure of the tip
materials, potentially in combination with interfacial
chemical reactions that lead to removal of atoms. Thus,
contact mechanics models used to calculate force and
stress that assume fully elastic contact could be inaccurate. This suggests revisiting the solutions of force
and stresses including the eﬀects of plasticity, particularly in the case of AFM tips subjected to tapping
conditions in the repulsive regime. This is a challenging
task since the nature of plasticity at the nanoscale is not
fully understood and is still in need of signiﬁcant
development.
Finally, this study helps elucidate methods to reduce tip wear in AM-AFM. As mentioned above and
discussed in detail in the Methods section, parameters
were deliberately chosen that were rather harsh in
order to produce observable tip wear. In particular,
measurements were obtained in the high amplitude/
repulsive AM-AFM regime instead of the low amplitude/
attractive regime.48 Furthermore, working in the
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CONCLUSION
We have developed and applied a new AM-AFM
wear protocol to study the tip wear of DLC and siliconnitride-coated probes tapping against a UNCD sample.
The protocol enables accurate determination of the
interaction forces and elastic stresses considering the
complex tip geometry. We have shown how the peak
repulsive force and the average elastic normal stress
evolve as the tip geometry changes. Our results demonstrate that tip wear can be signiﬁcant in AM-AFM
imaging. The observed evolution of the silicon nitride tips is consistent with plastic deformation and
removal of nanoscale fragments; further studies are
required to fully validate this. For DLC, a smoother
evolved tip proﬁle indicating a more gradual wear
process is observed. The results are consistent with
atom-by-atom removal, as observed previously.17,50

METHODS
HR-TEM and Blind Tip Reconstruction. As the change in tip
geometry is the primary result of tip wear, tracking the evolution
of the tip geometry during scanning is crucial. As mentioned
previously, the shapes of the AFM tips are generally not simple
paraboloids or spheres; therefore, accurate determination of
the effective tip radius to be used for force and stress calculations is not straightforward.
There are several ways to measure the tip geometry,
including HR-TEM, scanning electron microscopy (SEM), and
reverse imaging or BTR. Unfortunately, HR-TEM and SEM are
somewhat time-consuming, and depending on conditions and
the tip material, prolonged exposure to the electron beam can contaminate the probe being imaged.53 Here, HR-TEM is used as it
captures high-resolution images of the tip apex that is better than
what is attainable by SEM, and the HR-TEM proﬁles can be used to
estimate the worn volume and the radius of the tip. Furthermore, care is taken to avoid long exposure times to the electron
beam, such that no TEM-induced contamination is observed.
One limitation of this method is that it only provides a twodimensional proﬁle of the tip since the tip is viewed in the plane
transverse to the electron beam. Furthermore, the TEM can only
access the plane that is parallel to the axes of the cantilever
and the tip (the y-direction in Figure 8). A proﬁle along the
x-direction cannot be obtained since the TEM's electron beam is
blocked by the cantilever carrier chip.
A more convenient and rapid technique to determine tip
shapes is to perform BTR using a sample with small, random,
and durable sharp features, such as the Nioprobe or TipCheck
(Aurora NanoDevices Inc.) commercial samples or UNCD, which

To reduce wear, the AM-AFM user can exercise several
choices. First, choosing parameters that reduce the peak
repulsive force will reduce wear. Second, choosing a larger
tip will reduce stresses. This has the obvious drawback of
reducing spatial resolution. However, in some cases,
lower spatial resolution may be a worthwhile trade-oﬀ if
stable, constant observations with AM-AFM are desired.
For example, if one seeks to compare the properties of a
series of samples using AM-AFM, the comparison will be
polluted by a changing tip; working with a larger tip
radius will alleviate this problem. Finally, using hard tip
materials is beneﬁcial, as seen before for contact mode
tips.13,17,51 We ﬁnd, under harsh AM-AFM operation
conditions, that the overall wear rate of siliconnitride-coated tips is superior to that of the DLC-coated
tips studied here. Advanced materials tolerant to a
wide range of environments such as UNCD13,52 may
have potential for such improved performance. Combined with proper selection of AM-AFM operating parameters, AM-AFM operation with signiﬁcantly extended
endurance of the tip is readily attainable.
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low amplitude/attractive regime will lead to lower peak
repulsive forces and thus less sample wear, as has been
demonstrated previously.49

has ﬁne random features on its surface. The BTR method relies
on the fact that an AFM topography image is a convolution of
the tip geometry and the surface features. As a result of the
ﬁnite size of an AFM tip, topographic images do not directly
reﬂect the actual sizes of the sample features, and thus an AFM
topographic image contains information regarding the shape of
the tip. Image processing, performed here with the commercial
software package Scanning Probe Image Processor (SPIP, Image
Metrology A/S), can generate a reconstructed image of the tip
that was used to obtain the topography image. From this
reconstruction, the shape and approximate radius of the tip
can be determined in two directions, which correspond to the
x- and y-directions of the topography image. The x-direction tip
proﬁle determined by BTR gives information about the tip that
is not accessible by HR-TEM. Strictly speaking, the tip shape
provided corresponds to the largest possible tip that could have
generated the recorded image data and thus represents an
upper bound on the tip shape. However, good quantitative
agreement between BTR and HR-TEM images has been
demonstrated.13,14 The primary disadvantage of BTR is that it
only provides information of the tip geometry over a region that
is a few nanometers from the tip's apex. Therefore, to determine
the tipsample interacting geometry, we use both HR-TEM
imaging and BTR as described below.
As BTR provides information about the portion of the tip
that interacts directly with the sample, its y-direction proﬁle can
be aligned with the HR-TEM image proﬁle to identify the tip
apex. However, the HR-TEM image should be rotated as the
cantilever carrier chip is mounted in the AFM instrument at an
angle, usually 11°, with respect to the sample. This way, one can
determine what speciﬁc portion of the tip apex is interacting

Figure 8. AFM probe tip x- and y-direction proﬁles. HR-TEM imaging is only able to capture the y-direction proﬁle.
VAHDAT ET AL.
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with the sample during imaging (Figure 9). A circle or parabola
can then be ﬁt to the appropriate portion of the tip to determine
the eﬀective tip radius of that region. In this work, several
reasonable circles and parabolas are ﬁt, and an average radius
of these ﬁts is used. This ﬁtting provides the radius of the tip in
the direction parallel to the long axis of the cantilever, denoted
here as Ry. BTR can be also used to estimate the tip radius in the
direction perpendicular to the long axis of the cantilever,
denoted here as Rx. However, the accuracy of the tip radius
determined by BTR depends on the amount of noise in the
height image. Therefore, to estimate Rx, we obtain an image
where the fast scan direction is chosen to be perpendicular to
the long axis of the cantilever since the tip radius acquired along
the fast scan direction is more reliable as it is acquired more
quickly and is thus less noisy and subject to less drift than the
slow scan direction.
Wear Experiment Protocol. To perform consistent and comparable wear tests on different tip materials, all experiments need
to follow a common protocol. For this study, the experimental
protocol was developed by adapting a previous contact mode
wear test protocol14 to AM-AFM wear testing. The protocol
involves performing pull-off force measurements using a comparable AFM probe to estimate the work of adhesion for the
probe tip of interest, controlling the tipsample attractive/
repulsive force regime, calculating maximum contact forces
and normal stresses, and quantifying the wear volume using
HR-TEM imaging. Figure 10 summarizes the overall AM-AFM
wear protocol.
As mentioned above, the work of adhesion is required to
calculate peak repulsive force. If the work of adhesion between
the tip and sample materials is unknown, pull-oﬀ force measurements can be performed using contact mode probes made
out of the same materials as the AM-AFM probes. Preferably,
contact mode probes from the same vendor, made of the same
tip material, where the tip is formed using the same standard
process, should be used to ensure that the tip morphology and
chemical properties are as similar as possible for both the
contact mode and AM-AFM probes. Here, for each tipsample
material pair tested for wear in AM-AFM, three separate contact
mode probes, all with identical speciﬁcations, from the same
vendor as the AM-AFM probes and composed of the same tip
material, were used to measure the work of adhesion. A total of
150 forcedistance curves (5 diﬀerent locations on the sample,
with 30 forcedistance curves taken at each location) were
acquired from each probe at 15% relative humidity. The reported work of adhesion, calculated using the DMT contact
model, is the average of 450 data points (3 probes with 150
forcedistance curves each). As it appears in eq 2, to calculate
work of adhesion, one needs to measure the tip radius. Here,
HR-TEM images of the contact mode probe tips are obtained to
measure the tip geometry and to estimate the eﬀective tip
radius both before and after obtaining the forcedistance
curves. Tips whose geometries deviate substantially from paraboloidal shape are discarded and additional measurements
with a new probe acquired. For suitable tips, an average of
the tip radius before and after measurements is used. Here, the
average change in the tip radius before and after measurements
was about 9 nm. This method assumes no signiﬁcant change in
the tip's surface chemistry during AM-AFM wear tests. In fact, tip
chemistry could change if contamination or the native oxide
layer is removed or modiﬁed. Countering this, since the
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Figure 9. Determination of the eﬀective tip radius (along
the y-direction proﬁle, R = Ry) by combining HR-TEM and
BTR.

experiments are performed in air, there likely is rapid recontamination from ambient species and reoxidation.
The next step in the protocol involves obtaining HR-TEM
images of new, unused AM-AFM probes to determine the initial
tip shape and morphology. Once again, tips with unusual
shapes or observable contamination are discarded. Then, using
the AFM, each cantilever's quality factor and resonance frequency are measured, and its normal force spring constant is
determined using the Sader method.54 The quality factor and
resonance frequency are measured by both regular mechanical
tuning and by thermal noise spectra using built-in features of
the AFM systems. Values obtained from these two methods are
theoretically the same54 and are averaged to provide more
reliable measurements. The inverse optical lever sensitivity
(InvOLS) of the cantilever's normal deﬂection signal, which is
the conversion factor between the amplitude expressed in volts
to nanometers, is required in order to calibrate the amplitude.
This is calculated by measuring the thermal noise spectrum of
the ﬁrst ﬂexural mode and ﬁtting it with a Lorentzian function
scaled so that it integrates to the thermal energy kBT/2. This
scaling is based on the equipartition theorem, which relates the
cantilever's Brownian motion of the ﬁrst ﬂexural mode to its
thermal energy.55 As the spring constant is known through
Sader method, the Lorentzian curve ﬁt determines the InvOLS.
After characterizing the tips and the cantilevers, the probes
were used to scan a UNCD sample (1  1 μm2, 512  512 pixels,
1 Hz scan rate) to obtain a high-quality topography image that
can be used for BTR; we call this the BTR scan. UNCD is chosen as
the sample because it exhibits sharp, random features that can
be used for BTR and is highly wear-resistant, leading to the tip
wearing more than the sample. For the BTR scan, the imaging
parameters are chosen to avoid any signiﬁcant tip wear: the free
oscillation amplitude is kept small (on the order of a few
nanometers), and the amplitude ratio is set as close to 1 as
possible while still tracking the topography of the sample. The
tip proﬁle extracted from the initial HR-TEM image is compared
to that obtained from the BTR scan to determine an initial
eﬀective tip radius as described above. The same procedure for
determining the tip radius is applied over the course of the
entire wear test, using topographic images acquired immediately before TEM imaging for blind tip reconstruction.
To establish and maintain the force regime in which the tip
operates during scanning and to determine the peak repulsive
force, the free oscillation amplitude and the amplitude ratio are
selected and held constant throughout the duration of the wear
test. In the present work, wear scans are performed in the high
amplitude/repulsive regime. In the following section, the method for determining appropriate amplitude ratios for a given free
oscillation amplitude to ensure imaging stability is explained.
Once the initial measurements have been obtained and the
wear test parameters have been chosen, the wear testing begins.
For our studies, we acquired a total of forty-ﬁve 1  1 μm2 images
of a UNCD sample. HR-TEM images of the tips were acquired after
1, 3, 9, 21, and 45 scans. The HR-TEM images, along with BTR
analysis of the topographic images, provide information about
the evolution of the tip shape and radius throughout the wear
test and are used to calculate peak repulsive forces and average
normal stresses.
Controlling and Maintaining the Force Regime. The force regime
(low amplitude/attractive vs high amplitude/repulsive) plays an
important role in the wear of AM-AFM probes as the tipsample
interaction forces and dissipated energy will vary depending on
the force regime.48,56 The parameters used for maintaining and
controlling the force regime could differ depending on the
particular tip and sample materials, cantilever properties, tip
morphology, and experimental setup. Usually higher amplitude
ratios (i.e., tapping amplitude close to free amplitude) result in
attractive regime operation, while low amplitude ratios will lead
to repulsive regime operation. For given tip and sample materials, cantilever properties, and free amplitude, there will be a
range of amplitude ratios within which transitions between the
two force regimes can occur. The range can be found by
obtaining amplitude and phase versus z-position plots using a
sacrificial probe of the same type (and nominally of the same tip
size and surface chemistry) as that which will be used in the
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Figure 10. Flowchart illustrating the wear experiment protocol.
experiment. Upon approaching the surface, a transition from
the attractive to repulsive regime will be observed; the reverse
transition will occur upon retracting from the surface. Working
significantly below or above this transition range ensures imaging
stability by avoiding the bistable regime.49 The most straightforward way to determine the force regime while scanning the
sample is by examining the phase shift. The phase shift between the
excitation signal and the cantilever response in AM-AFM is routinely
obtained simultaneously with the topography. Typically, an average
phase angle between 0 and 90° (90 and 180°) is an indication
that the system is operating in the repulsive (attractive) regime. Care
should be taken as the raw phase angle may not be reported in
certain commercial AFM instruments; some systems offset the
phase by 90° or change the sign, for example.
Wear Volume Calculation. As an example of the wear volume
calculation, Figure 11a shows overlaid profiles of the diamondlike carbon-coated silicon tip. The profiles are obtained from
HR-TEM images acquired before scanning and after 1, 3, 9, 21,
and 45 scans. A custom MATLAB script is used to trace the edges
of the tip boundaries. The 2D profiles are used to approximate
the volume of material that has been worn and/or plastically
displaced by integrating over the tip profile up to a certain
height of the tip shank using the method of disks.14 This
integration approach assumes that the tips are circularly symmetric at each height increment. However, the application of
this procedure to the SiNx-coated tips that exhibit plastic
deformation and bulging (flow of the tip materials to the sides,
Figure 2) requires careful selection of the integration height. As
demonstrated in Figure 11c, the integration height should be
just above the worn or plastically deformed region. Also, before
determining the integration height, it may be necessary to
rotate the overlaid profiles to take advantage of any symmetry
of the worn region, as shown in Figure 11b. This rotation is
different from the rotation described in the following section
which helps to determine the initial point of contact of the
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actual tip profile and it is solely to avoid integration of the
displaced material around the tip apex. This is because the
plastic deformation is not necessarily produced evenly on the
periphery of the tip. Therefore, if one includes the displaced
material in the integration using method of disks, which
assumes axisymmetry at any given height, a large error can
be introduced to the wear volume calculation.
As demonstrated in Figure 7, to discuss the number of
atoms removed due to wear, it is necessary to estimate the
number of atoms per cubic nanometer of the wear volume since
our tip materials have diﬀering compositions. Using the density
and the atomic percentage of hydrogen, one can readily
calculate the number of carbon and hydrogen atoms per cubic
nanometer of DLC. The DLC coating is estimated to have 41 ( 2
atom % hydrogen content and a density of 1.79 ( 0.1 g/cm3,
based on X-ray reﬂectivity and secondary ion mass spectroscopy experiments (Evans Analytical Group, Sunnyvale, CA) performed on DLC ﬁlms deposited on ﬂat substrates using the
same deposition system and conditions as the ﬁlms deposited
on the tips. Using these measured values, we estimated there to
be 85 ( 1 carbon atoms/nm3 and 59 ( 5 hydrogen atoms/nm3
in our DLC. We also included the number of silicon atoms from
the original uncoated tip that are removed starting from 9 scans
and after in our calculation of the total number of worn atoms.
Using 2.33 g/cm3 as the density of silicon,57 one can estimate
the number of silicon atoms to be 50 ( 1/nm3. Similarly, there
are 40 ( 3 silicon atoms and 53 ( 4 nitrogen atoms/nm3
assuming 3.1 ( 0.2 g/cm3 as the silicon nitride density.58
Estimation of the Work of Adhesion. Using the procedure described in ref 59 as a first estimate of the work of adhesion, an
upper bound to the work of adhesion is obtained by assuming
that the JKR model applies; if Maugis' parameter is found to still
be in the DMT regime despite this extreme value of the work of
adhesion, then the contact is safely in the DMT regime and
corrected values for the work of adhesion can be determined.
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Figure 11. (a) Overlaid HR-TEM proﬁles of a DLC-coated tip before AM-AFM scanning and after completing 1, 3, 9, 21, and 45
scans. (b) Overlaid HR-TEM proﬁles of the same DLC-coated tip after 9 and 21 scans, before and after being rotated by 16° so
that they are oriented with respect to the horizontal as they are in the AFM. The 16° rotation is particular to these two proﬁles.
The angle for other proﬁles could be diﬀerent. The rotated proﬁles are used for the stress calculations. (c) Overlaid HR-TEM
proﬁles of a SiNx-coated tip after 9 and 21 scans, showing the height chosen for estimating removed material.
The JKR work of adhesion determined from pull-off force
measurements is found to be 42 ( 16 mJ/m2 between the
DLC tip and the UNCD sample and 48 ( 25 mJ/m2 between
the silicon nitride tip and UNCD. The reported error is based on the
standard deviation of all the pull-off force measurements taken
initially for a given tip and propagating the error determined
from the tip radius measurement. We believe that the substantial standard deviation comes from the fact that the UNCD
surface is rough and inhomogeneous. The inhomogeneity
could be structural in origin as UNCD is made out of randomly
oriented grains composed of sp3-bonded C atoms and grain
boundaries composed of a mixture of sp2- and sp3-bonded C
atoms. It may also have a chemical origin, as the local chemical
termination of the UNCD may involve hydrogen atoms, hydroxyl groups, or other species as affected by modest amounts of
contamination that are inevitable upon exposing a sample to
ambient conditions. Therefore, depending on where the AFM
tip lands, the pull-off forces will vary. In addition, the variation
may also arise from UNCD surface roughness, in which case the
assumption of a paraboloidal tip interacting with a flat surface
used for all of the contact mechanics analysis in this study will
introduce error. To address this, we performed roughness
analysis on the tip and sample surfaces within the scale of the
tipsample contact area. To assess the roughness of the UNCD
sample, we analyzed high-resolution topographic AFM images
that were 200  200 nm2 in area with 2048 scanning lines and
2048 pixels per line (i.e., every pixel is less than 1  1 Å2 in size).
We then corrected the image by reducing the effect of tip
convolution using the tip deconvolution algorithm of the SPIP
software. From this, we analyzed a series of 5 nm long line
profiles to extract the rms roughness of the sample. For each tip,
as described before, we fit a parabola to the tip profile captured
from TEM imaging and then subtracted that parabola from the
actual tip profile over a 5 nm range centered at the tip's apex
(i.e., the region over which tipsample contact is made). The
roughness of the profile that resulted from the subtraction was
then calculated to obtain a roughness value that would be
equivalent to that of a flat surface. We chose the value of 5 nm
based on the calculated contact diameters, which ranged from
1.3 to 4.3 nm according to our contact mechanics modeling;
thus, 5 nm is a conservative upper bound to the possible contact
diameter. The calculated rms roughness of the UNCD profiles
ranged from below 0.3 nm (within the noise limit of the AFM) to
a maximum of 0.9 nm, while the calculated rms roughness of
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the tips ranged from 0.2 to 0.5 nm. The true work of adhesion is
going to be larger than what we extract from calculations
assuming a parabolic tip and a flat sample. Thus, our values
(calculated in the following paragraph) are lower bounds.
However, this does not necessarily mean that the real adhesion
force that the AFM tips feel is larger than what we estimated
here from pull-off force measurements. The pull-off force
measurements necessarily involve the tip and sample roughness, and whatever we measure in the forcedistance curves
will be a good representation of what AFM probes experience in
the subsequent AM-AFM mode measurement. The problem
with tip and sample roughness is that we use the DMT model,
which assumes no roughness, to relate a pull-off force obtained
with a slightly rough tip and sample to an effective work of
adhesion (not true work of adhesion); we then use that effective
work of adhesion to estimate the pull-off force that other rough
tips with different global radii experience. If the roughness varies
substantially between different tips, then this will introduce error.60
The ideal approach would be to replace the DMT model with a
model that takes into account the contacting bodies' roughness.
Unfortunately, no reliable method for that exists, and even if it did,
it would require frequent measurement of the evolving tip roughness and the local sample roughness. At this time, such an
undertaking is beyond the state-of-the-art for any practical AFM
applications (the only report dealing with this issue required
combining in situ TEM measurements of contact with detailed
atomistic simulations60). Given that the roughness of all of the tips
varies within a reasonable narrow range, from 0.2 to 0.5 nm, the
error introduced will not dramatically alter our conclusions.
As discussed before, to determine which contact mechanics
model is most appropriate, the Maugis' parameter, λ, and the
nondimensional load, P, are calculated as follows:34
λ ¼ 1:16

P ¼

Rw2
E 2 z03

!1=3
(4)

P
πwR

(5)

where z0 is the equilibrium separation and P is the normal load,
which in this case is the peak repulsive force. For the DLC-coated
probe, the average peak repulsive force is 90 nN, the average tip
radius is 50 nm, and we choose z0 = 0.3 nm, a reasonable value
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Figure 12. (a) Proﬁle of an AFM tip apex with a ﬁtted circle, R = 17 nm. (b) Right proﬁle, left proﬁle (mirrored), and the average
proﬁle of the tip apex, used for constructing the three diﬀerent axisymmetric tip shapes.

Figure 13. Normal stress distributions at the contact of the left, right, and average proﬁles of the tip apex and the ﬁtted circle
in Figure 12 for (a) 10 and (b) 100 nN normal loads.
used for the equilibrium separation. Using eqs 4 and 5, λ is
approximately 0.06 and P is found to be 14. For the siliconnitride-coated probes, the average peak repulsive force is 46 nN
and the average tip radius is 27 nm. Likewise, λ is calculated to
be approximately 0.05, and P is approximately 11. According to
the adhesion map (Figure 5 of ref 34), the contact mechanics of
both cases of DLC-coated and silicon-nitride-coated probes
against UNCD are best described by the DMT model. This holds
despite using upper-level estimates for the work of adhesion
(i.e., the JKR equation provides lower-level values for P and
higher-level values for λ, but the transition from the DMT to JKR
limit strongly depends on the value of λ). Therefore, the work of
adhesion values can be corrected using the DMT equation.
From this, one ﬁnds the DMT work of adhesion based on
measurements with contact mode tips for DLC-UNCD to be
31 ( 12 mJ/m2 and silicon nitride-UNCD to be 36 ( 19 mJ/m2.
The values are then used for calculating the peak repulsive force
and contact stress in subsequent wear experiments.
Average Normal Stress of an Arbitrarily Shaped AFM Tip. As the AFM
tip apexes are not simple smooth paraboloids, it is important to
consider the difference between the stress calculated by simply
fitting a paraboloid to the tip apex and the stress calculated
using a line fit to the actual tip profile. As mentioned earlier, we
use the solution presented by Zhou et al.35 for an axisymmetric
arbitrary punch shape. It is important to determine the point in
the profile estimated to be the point of initial contact with the
sample and the profile's correct orientation with respect to the
sample. This is performed by examining the overlaid HR-TEM
images (Figure 11a). It is apparent that the tip is not worn evenly
about its axis of symmetry as there is more wear toward the left
side of the tip shank. This is more obvious in the case of the tip
profiles of the two successive HR-TEM images in Figure 11b. As
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mentioned before, this is primarily a result of the probe chip
being mounted in the AFM instrument at an angle, in this case
11°, with respect to the sample. This mounting angle does not
necessarily determine the true tipsample orientation as the
presence of any contamination between the chip and the chip
holder, any slope in the cantilever with respect to the chip, or
any slope in the sample's surface with respect to the AFM stage
can alter the angle somewhat. Therefore, rotating the tip
profiles until the worn region is symmetric (Figure 11b) provides
a better approximation of the tip profile orientation with respect
to the sample. In the case shown in Figure 11b, the orientation
angle is determined to be 16°, which is particular to these two
profiles. The angle for other profiles could be different, and in
this study ranged from 8 to 22° including the total variation
seen among all three tips. For any given tip, this range was
smaller. For example, for the DLC tip, this range was 15 to 17°.
Consequently, the lowest point in the rotated initial tip profile is
then assumed to be the point of initial contact. Here, one might
argue that the slight relative motion (and consequent shear
stress) between the tip and sample along the cantilever long
axis can significantly contribute to the asymmetry of the worn
region. A simple geometrical consideration of the worst-case
scenario here, which is the case of the DLC-coated tip with
largest tipsample deformation (≈0.5 nm), reveals that the
largest tipsample relative motion is about 1 Å, less than the
length of an atomic bond. Therefore, the resulting shear strain is
insignificant.
Another challenge in applying the method of Zhou et al. is
that, even after performing this rotation, the tip apex's proﬁle
will most likely not have mirror symmetry about the vertical axis.
Figure 12a shows how the left side of a DLC-coated silicon tip
apex is diﬀerent from its right side. To address this, one can
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